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For more than a century, the Ideal and then Lyman reloading handbooks have been the

reloaders’ core resource for proven reloading data featuring the widest selection of reloading

components. This new full-color reloading handbook is our latest and greatest!The Lyman 50th

Edition Handbook features a largest selection of bullets from Barnes, Hornady, Remington,

Sierra, Speer, Swift, and Winchester plus a full selection of cast bullets. Also included are a

wide range of popular powders from Accurate, Alliant, Hodgdon, IMR, Ramshot, VihtaVuori

and Winchester.This 50th Edition continues our tradition of being the only data source using

multiple component brands throughout our data. All reloading data in our manuals are

generated by expert Lyman technicians in our state-of-the-art ballistics laboratory.

Now a #1 bestseller in FIVE categories!#1 in Medieval Fiction#1 in Arthurian Fantasy#1 in

Sword & Sorcery#1 in Military Fantasy #1 in Historical Fiction#3 in Epic Fantasy #2 in Classic

Fantasy #6 in Coming of Age#6 in Myths & Legends#5 in New Adult & College "Simply

masterful. There are so many layers...a rich world you could lose yourself in...and

DRAGONS!"-- Ebook Tops reviewer "PLOT TWISTS. HOLY PLOT TWISTS."-- Ebook Tops

reviewer "Demons and dragons and dastardly deeds, oh my!"-- Ebook Tops reviewer "A world

to rival Tolkien's Middle Earth."-- Ebook Tops reviewer "Adventure, deception and amazing

characters."-- Ebook Tops reviewer "If you liked Fatemarked you'll love Kingfall."-- Ebook Tops

reviewer "Another masterpiece by David Estes."-- Ebook Tops reviewerAbout the AuthorDavid

Estes is an Ebook Tops #1 bestselling author who has written more than 30 science fiction and

fantasy books, his most famous of which are Fatemarked, Slip, and The Moon Dwellers. David

lives in Hawaii with his beautiful Aussie wife, Adele, his naughty cats, Bailey and Luna, and his

rambunctious sons, Beau and Brody.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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RealRick, “By far, the very best reloading manual.. I've used all the loading manuals and on-

line sources over the years and can say that I have no doubt that the Lyman book is the very

best. The best way to research load data these days is to go online and look at the

manufacturer's published loading data for their product. Even with that available resource, you

should have at least one good manual at home with a broad and unbiased set of data.

Lyman's book is the right one to own. (Feel free to buy all the others, but make sure you have

this one.) It not only has the load data, but good information on the cartridges, on

components, on what to look for when reloading, etc.”

Bearon N., “Full of valuable reloading information and specific, tested, reloading data!. I always

have more than one reloading data source book to reference prior to reloading, and I would

recommend the same to others. Lyman has always been one of those books. It has a plethora

of valuable reloading information that if properly heeded will help insure people remain safe

while reloading and ensure their reloaded ammunition functions in a safe efficient manner.”

minnesota reader, “The indispensable reference for the home reloader. I just recently returned

to reloading because of the ammo shortage. I was happy to find that this industry-standard



reference was available in Kindle format. This is book is re-printed as a new edition regularly as

new cartridges are introduced. Different powders, bullet weights, dimensions are included for

each caliber. Half the hassle of reloading is getting data for more than one powder

manufacturer so here it is, in one handy volume.”

WV Smoke, “Very in depth handloading info. As a new handloader, I appreciated the amount of

detail in this book. I didn't have anyone show me how to get started. What I learned was

mostly from this, and a few other books, and just doing it. The load data is somewhat limited,

but you can't find one book that gives you all the data. You need several, and this is a must

have IMHO.”

Neil E Arculus, “This is a very useful loading manual and covers some European powders. This

is a very useful loading manual and covers some European powders. It can only be used in a

colour device given its a copy of an actual book with colour photos. As it contains hundreds of

pages of good and useful information be aware it is slow to navigate - otherwise 5*”

Ebook Tops Reader, “invaluable. clear, detailed and most importantly easy to use”

Luc, “Good but not the ultimate reference. Attention, the kindle version is not compatible with

the kindle paperthing!! I'm a bit disapointed because I can't read it on my kindle and I have to

read it on my phone.The book itself is good but it is not the ultimate reloading manual. There

are many resources online or even other books that have much more information about

reloading.Most of the book consists of reloading tables. They have plenty of content for each

caliber but they are far from being complete. Powder manufacturer data should always be

prefered but I like to be able to double-check with the Lyman.My advise would be to get the

book but not as a reloading reference nor as reloading table but as a safety check when you

reload.”

Target!!!, “Tiro esportivo uhcom responsabilidade. Sou atirador esportivo e procuro sempre

estar por dentro dos conhecimentos na área de recarga de munição para prática do esporte

do tiro. O livro da Lyman é um dos mais completos.”

The book by Bella Forrest has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 313 people have provided feedback.
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